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Page 2 Published March 5, 2020, Last changed September 6, 2020 In this post, we will explore the features of the master class and how you can optimize your master by selecting race, evaluation abilities, spells, feats, etc. This article will focus primarily on the content of the Dungeon Master Guide and Player Guide. This guide is intended as a deep dive
into the DnD 5e Masters. For a quick overview of the Masters class, see our breakdown of DnD 5e classes. You can see Masters Class Features here. The color code below has been implemented to help you determine at first glance how good that option will be for your master. This color coding is not a hard and fast rule; There are a lot of sub-optimized
options out there that will be viable for your party and will be fun to play. Red is not going to contribute to the effectiveness of your character build on all orange version of Green is a good option Blue is a great option, you should strongly consider this option for your sky blue character is an awesome option. If you don't accept this option your character won't
be optimized so if you're ready, grab the spelling and throw a fireball until all your problems go away. Before the races, check out our DnD race guide for non-standard racing. Keep in mind that most races and sub-races are limited to the settings and source material chosen by THE DM. Check with your DM before choosing any of the races not listed below.
Wizards rely on a high INT score to be at their maximum efficiency. If you really want to maximize the potential of your character there are not many options, but nothing with the INT bonus is worth considering. Dragonborn: STR and CHA are useless for the Wizard, and the Weapon of Breath is overshadowed by spells. Dwarf: No INT is tough and the Wizard
won't be tanks any time soon. Extra hit points are always useful, especially with the meagre d6 hit dice. Hill: A WIS bonus can sometimes help with Wisdom saves, but additional hit points are not helpful. Mountain: STR on the Wizard? Get out of here. The average level of weapons is simply not worth it. Elf: Elves get a DEX bonus that can help a little bit with
the magician's unfortunate AC. Sleepy Elf: Ignore CHA for the Masters. High Elf: High Elves get an INT boost and a free strip of your choice, as well as an extra language for your role-playing needs. What's not to like? Wood Elf: Again, the WIS bonus doesn't help much and increasing walking speed is easy to make inappropriate spells. Half-Elf: Not being
able to pick No.2 for INT is going to make Half-Elf a tough go at the Masters. Gnome: Increasing the ability to score 2 in INT is going to make the Wizards much more efficient, and the advantage of saving throws against magic is great. Forest and Rock As a feature situational utility so choose which one you prefer. Half-Orc: STR and CON bonuses allow you
to move on. Halfling: The DEX bonus again slightly helps with AC problems and Happy Feature is always nice to have, although it won't be as When you make monsters make saves. Lightfoot: CHA is pointless for this class and spells to address your needs when it comes to stealth. Stout: Let your muscular party members worry about CON. Man: People are
always decent. Vanilla: Mid-road pick because they increase all their ability points by 1. Option: Getting an INT bonus plus skill and feat on the first level is usually much better, the feats are not great for the Masters, which makes this choice a little less attractive. Tiefling: Tieflings get a boost for INT, free cantrip, and free spells at higher levels. The ability to
assess the ability to score Is Score increases (ASI) at the 4th, 6th, 8th, 12th, 14th, 16th and 19th levels. Wizards need INT, and nothing else is critical. STR: Just not. DEX: Early air conditioning can help survivability, but there are also better options. CON: More points of hit and better CON saves to make the Wizards less soft. INT: This is the most important
statistic for the Wizard, pump it as high as you can. WIS: Can help with WIS saves and perception. CHA: Leave it to other classes. Wizard of Progression Class Level 1 Hit Points: Wizards have a measly d6 hit dice. You can soften this somewhat by increasing con, since you only need to worry about INT as your main stat. Saves: People often call INT one of
the worst stats because INT saves don't happen very often. Skills: No knowledge of armor, and the choice of weapons is hardly worth mentioning. But you didn't expect to wave to your Wizard, did you? Skills: Unfortunately, the Wizard only gets to choose two skills. Arkana (INT): You will probably be a member of the party that relies on Arcana checks, and
great taste too. History (INT): It can be good if you like knowledge and role-playing games, but you will make your DM work very hard! Insight (WIS): Your WIS won't be high enough to make it worth it. Study (INT): Good for solving puzzles. Medicine (WIS): Neat in a pinch, but low WIS can make it tricky. Religion (INT): Just like history, but sometimes more
rewarding if your campaign includes the gods. Spelling: If you want to spell you come to the right place. Wizards are the best at what they do. Arcane Recovery: One of the biggest challenges the Wizard faces is knowing when to use important spell slots. Arcane Recovery makes the spell slot system a little less punishable. On level 2, the Wizards get to
choose their Arcane tradition. There is no best choice. You can choose from one of eight schools of magic: Arcane Ward's Level 2 Journalism: Bonus Hit Points double your master level and the INT modifier is no joke, especially at the beginning of the campaign. The projected arrival of Level 6: Helping to absorb damage for others increases the usefulness
of the ward. Level 10 Improved abysure: Testing the ability to counterspell and dispel magic is really helpful. 14th spell resistance level: The advantage of saving throws against spells and resistance against magic is just amazing at the end of the game. Grade 2 Spell Minor Witchcraft: You Are You Hope your DM allows shenanigans with this. 6th level of
benign transposition: Teleportation of breeds. Level 10 focused witchcraft: no more pesky enemies breaking your concentration of witchcraft. Level 14 Durable Summons: Not interesting, but helps your agenda be tankier later in the campaign. Level 2 Divination Portent: Portent just busted. Saving rolls for the perfect moment can dramatically change the
results. Use it and abuse it. 6th Level Expert Divination: Casting more spells a day is always welcome. Level 10 Third Eye: Useful but situational. Level 14 Big Portent: Improves the power of omens. Level 2 hypnotic look: can pull you out of sticky situations, but there are better ways. Level 6 Instinctive Charm: redirect enemy attacks, but they must be near
another enemy and make a saving throw. Level 10 Split Charm: The charm of two creatures for the price of one. Good. Level 14 Alter Memories: It's only good if you like casting charm spells. Level 2 Sculpture Spells: If you like casting big spells like Fireball it ensures that your allies won't get to sing. Level 6 potent Cantrip: Damage cantrips that require
saving throws to avoid bad damage, and it barely makes them better. Level 10 Commissioner Evocation: Adding your INT modifier to damage evocation spell rolls makes them much more destructive. Level 14 Overchannel: If you are outside the higher level slots spell your low-level damage spells will not be wasted. Watch your hit points though. Level 2
Improved Small Illusion: If you're creative you'll get more usefulness from your minor illusions by combining sound and image. Level 6 plying illusions: Again, you're going to have to be creative to get the most out of this ability. Level 10 Illusory Self: Get out of jail for free cards once in a short vacation if you encounter a down attack. The illusory reality of the
14th level: turn your dreams into reality. The sky is the limit here. Level 2 Grim Harvest: Yes, you can recover some hit points, but it doesn't work with cantrips and you have to deal with a killing blow to the enemy. Level 6 undead Thralls: You get Animate Dead for free, and your undead will be stronger. Perfect for necromancers. Level 10 Inured to undeath:
This ability can either save you several times in a campaign, or not come up even once. Level 14 Team Undead: Very useful if your enemies are undead, but you will find it harder if they are smart. Level 2 of small alchemy: Changing the substance into another substance within 10 minutes is not an exciting prospect. Level 6 transmutator stone: the ability to
give yourself or a party member different buffs best in the Wizard's Arsenal of Transmutation. Level 10 Shapechanger: You get a polymorph for free and can use it without wasting a spell slot. Neat. Level 14 Master Transmuer: Get instant value from the stone of your Transmuter, but it can't be reformed until after a long rest. It's risky and pretty situational.
Spell The Spell of Mastery makes the Wizard really shine. Unlimited casts of useful utility spells can help you in any situation. Level 20 Signature Spell: It's like an extended skill spell that allows you to prepare two additional spells every day. Many feats are not suitable for the Wizards Class, but we will consider the ones you may consider. Warning: Being
taller in the order of initiative can be very valuable to the master. Elementary Adept: Bonus damage is negligible, but if most of your damage is on one item, then go for it. Keen Mind: A small bonus to INT is not enough to stand up to other useless parts of this feat. Lucky: Lucky is a feat that is useful for any character. Observant: Bonuses of 1 to INT and 5
pounds for passive perception and research make this a good feat for the Wizards. Resilient: The Master may consider using Resilient to gain skills in CON saving throws. Spell Sniper: Increased range and ignoring cover of spell attacks is fantastic. War Caster: The advantage at CON saves and casting spells as attack opportunities are useful components of
this feat. Wizards have access to many spells. Therefore we believe that it would be most helpful to talk only about our favorite spells at each level and which ones to avoid. Just remember that this does not mean that the ones we don't mention are necessarily bad or don't have purpose. For your particular campaign, your mileage can vary. For the full list of
Wizard spells click here. Fire Bolt: Choose this if you need a damage case cantrip. Magician Hand: Good utility. Message: Often pointless because of the inevitable metagamation, but for role-playing purposes it's great. Minor illusion: This cantrip can be the most flexible tool available to the master if used creatively. Poisonous Spray: The life-saving throw
avoids all the damage caused by this cantrip. Avoid. Prestidigitation: Good utility. Shocking: Advantage against metal armor and prevent reactions to damage and usefulness of turn beams. True Strike: Spending the entire turn just to gain an edge on one creature the next twist is not what you want to do. Level 1 of Burning Hands: Bad range, damage, and
saving throw to nullify half the damage. Avoid. Find Familiar: Familiar can do anything except actually attack. They can assist actions in combat, steal things, scout for your party, and even be used to deliver sensory spells on your behalf. Some DMs may not be surprised. Illusor scenario: Not sure what they thought of it. It does basically nothing. Jump: a very
bad spell of mobility. Hold until you get a fly, Climbing, or Misty Step. Magician Armor: Can solve some of the low AC master issues at the beginning of the campaign, especially if you have DEX. Magic Rocket: Your standard dealer is first level damage. This spell always hits, which is nice. Protection from Evil and Good: Amazing defensive spells against
many types of creatures you encounter in D'D 5e. Shield: Slightly stronger than the Magician Armor, but lasts for only one one Fighting. It's nice that it can get used to as a reaction, but if your air conditioning is low enough, it may not matter. Sleep: Sleep is a spell that sometimes feels depressed at the beginning of the campaign. With a good roll you can
basically finish the meeting in one twist. Level 2 acid arrow spell: Just use the Magic Rocket instead. Continuous Flame: It's basically a cantrip, but it costs you a spell slot. Flaming sphere: not the best damage, but AoE and the ability to move the sphere as a bonus action are useful if against a horde of weak enemies. Levitate: Can be used to stand high, or
completely remove the melee attacker from the fight. Leviticus can be good at any level. Suggestion: Never underestimate the power to offer a course of action for the NPC. Yes, Mr. Scary Guard, why don't you give us the keys to your king's treasure vault? Misty Step: Who doesn't want to teleport? And you can do this as a bonus action while avoiding the
possibility of attacks. This spell can save your ass, since you won't have many hit points like The Master. Burning Beam: A worthy damage to the dealer at this level and you can choose up to three goals. Level 3 spell Animate Dead: More options for your bonus action and another body between you and the villains. Bestow Curse: Concentration, saving a
throw that can completely negate the spell, and touch range ... Oh. Counterspell: Always get Counterspell. Even if you don't want to pick it up once it's available to you, come back and get it to a later level. It can literally save lives when faced with a powerful charmer. Fireball: Fireball is the first spell that comes to mind when thinking about 5e Masters. Huge
AoE and amazing damage for Level 3, although its effectiveness really wears off later. Fly: More useful than Levitate in many situations, but concentration can make this end bad. Hypnotic pattern: Big crowd control. Haste: A wonderful positive effect for non-caster party members, just make sure you don't immediately have your concentration broken and
waste a Level 3 spell. Tiny Hut: It's a spell and better than it seems at first glance and worse than it looks like. Being able to rest for a long time continuously or use it as a cover anywhere you want is really helpful. However, if you abuse it your DM will make you pay like setting up an ambush near the dome. Even so far, this spell is a fan favorite. Vampiric
Touch: If you are close enough to the enemy to want to do this small amount of damage, you are in big trouble. Level 4 spell Arcane Eye: How could we write the Wizard's guide and let alone our namesake? Fortunately, it is a great scouting tool and can be moved quality of action, which makes it worthy of this list. Exile: Get rid of creatures from another
plane, or pull out a big threat to most of the fighting. They have to make a saving throw, but CHA is often not a high statistic for these enemies. Door Measurement: Teleport, with a friend, at a much greater distance than The Misty Step. Unfortunately, this is a complete action to throw. Faithful Faithful Just get an alarm if you want an opportunity like this, the
damage doesn't justify the level 4 spell slot. So yes, it will be no from me dawg. Greater Invisibility: The ability to attack or spell while invisible is a huge update from regular invisibility. Give it to a melee party member and watch as they get an edge in each attack and a lack of attacks against them, bonus points if it is Paladin. Hallucinatory terrain: Nice if you
want a role-playing Minecraft game, I guess? Ice Storm: You already have a fireball, and the ice storm is weaker. Managing the terrain does not make the weaker damage worthwhile. Polymorph: Buff an ally or turn the enemy into a rat while you destroy his friends! Secret Chest: Hide things in the ethereal plane. Very, very situational. Level 5 spells to animate
objects: turn your trash into a treasure. Send an army of pebbles to your opponents for 1d4 and 4 damage with 8 attacks. Cloudkill: Cool name, but bad damage and concentration requirement make this spell pretty bad. Creation: Allows you to make a rope, or stone. Yes. Seeming: Mask the whole party. It's not bad when you're trying to get somewhere you're
not meant to be. Telekinesis: Pretty versatile, allowing you to move a creature or object. Knock these pesky enemies off a cliff. Telepathic Bond: Allows your party to communicate when they usually won't be able to. Wall of Power: You just make a wall. So what? You can split the opposing forces, hide behind an impenetrable wall, or make a dome over your
party. He is immune to the scattering of magic, but may have disintegrated. Level 6 Spell Circle of Death: Fireball-type effect, but on level 6, necrotic damage, and CON save for download. Boo! Contingency: It's interesting. Instead of a spell, you can save this spell to be automatically cast when certain criteria have been met, lasting up to ten days.
Disintegrate: Live out your power fantasy like Thanos. The damage can be great, but successful preservation negates all damage. However, people love this spell, so it needs to be resolved. Massive offer: Better than conventional offers in many ways. No saving throws, goal up to twelve creatures, and a duration of 24 hours. The Globe of Invulnerability:
Block all 5-level spells and below within a 10-foot radius around your wizard. This spell can get very useful as you start to encounter more enemies casting spells. Move the Earth: Still trying to live that Minecraft fantasy? Let's do it. Sunbeam: Not a bad spell for those grinding fights. Blinding opponents, repositioning the beam at every turn, the disadvantage
for the undead make it a solid choice. True Vision: Get truesight abilities, spotting secret doors, and seeing in the ethereal plane, all without Level 7 of the ethereal spell: This spell allows you to fly or move through solid objects, while not affecting or being able to affect creatures not on the etheric plane. You can only aim at yourself, but there is no
concentration. Pretty middle middle all around. Finger Of Death: It's a CON save, but they still take half the damage to success. If you want any one goal of damage, it's not a bad choice. Forcecage: Capture the creature without saving the throw for up to one hour. They may try to escape with magic, but CHA saving throw can make it tricky. You can also use
this to move the creature by placing the creature only partially within the area. Prismatic Spray: Only 10d6 damage on a failed save, and the type of damage is accidental. This spell just isn't reliable enough to be worth it. Image project: can be used to distract enemies or as a rather bad intelligence tool. You or members of your party should have better ways
to do this by now. Sequester: There just aren't many practical uses for this spell outside of the plot of the device. Simulacre: This spell is great. Make a copy of yourself to get extra counterspells, or make a copy of the captured monster. Teleport: Instantly transport yourself to eight willing creatures. Of course, there is a chance of misfortune, but the full lot of
teleport has nothing to mock. Level 8 spells Antimagic Field: You want to be able to spell like a wizard, and this spell prevents this. Maybe there's some powerful magic around you that you want to stop, but you're better off solving this problem with a spell yourself and taking another level 8 spell instead. Antipathy/ Sympathy: Attract or reflect the creatures
that you choose. The power of melee creatures from you or wavering creatures to your melee allies. It also lasts for ten days, which is a very long time. Clone: Voldemort, basically. If you die, your soul is passed to the clone, as long as the vessel in which it is located is untouched. You won't get your equipment back if you're unable to get it, however.
Weather control: This is one of those spells that can have massive consequences outside of combat. Its effect is extremely powerful, although its use may not be. Maze: Banish the creature without saving toss for up to ten minutes. The maze is really strong because to return, it must pass the DC 20 INT test as an action. The only caveat is that it is a spell of
concentration. Mind Blank: Full 24 hours of immunity to mental injury, reading thoughts, divining spells, and being fascinated. Mind Blank is surprisingly effective during high-level meetings as a defensive spell. Power Word Stun: You can automatically stun a creature that has less than 150hp, but they get to save at the end of each of their turns. Level 9 spell
foresight: a positive effect that does everything you could ask for. Lasts 8 hours (without concentration!), the goal may not be surprising, has the advantage of rolls, and other creatures have a disadvantage when attacking rolls against the target. Meteor Roy: Nuke your enemies with this one simple trick! 20d6 damage from the fire and 20d6 baton damage, or
half on a successful DEX save. Prismatic Wall: Another big wall, this time without concentration. It's virtually indestructible, and your allies can go through unscathed. Unscathed. Word Kill: A very mechanically interesting spell. In fact, you can automatically kill a creature if they have less than 100hp. Now, as a player, we don't know how much hp monster is,
but an investigation or insight check may allow some clues as to whether they are close. Yet Meteor Roy can do, on average, 140 damage (70 for conservation), and can hit a few creatures, so it may not be that worth it. Time Stop: You can't target other creatures during your 1d4 and 1 extra turns, but this is a great opportunity to jump into position and buff
yourself. True Polymorph: If you manage to successfully focus within an hour, the effect can be permanent. The added flexibility of turning a creature into an object, or vice versa, is really powerful. Strange: Compared to other Level 9 spells, Weird just stinks. Basically fear with some damage. Wish: Wish is the best spell in Dnd 5e, hands down. Regular use
allows you to duplicate any other spell at level 8 or below. However, it can also be used to restore all hit points for your entire party, change the outcome of the roll, or gain immunity to spell. Some DMs may allow you to wish basically nothing, but at risk something going horribly wrong. This can make for some really cool deus ex machina moments. Moments.
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